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The San Jose 
Museum  of Art 
(SJMA) hosted more
 than 2,0(X) 
patrons last weekend at the
 open-
ing of a new exhibition. 
"American Art 1900-1940: A 
History Reconsidered" consists of 
132 works 
of art on loan to the 
SJMA from the 
permanent col-
lection
 of the Whitney Museum 





ings. sculptures, prints 
and draw-
ings. It is 
presented  in two large 
galleries in chronological order, 




abstraction  and surreal-
ism.
 
The artist with the 
most repre-
sentation is Edward 
Hopper,  who 
has 20 pieces on display. 
"His work tends to be well 
received.
 He's considered a 
quintessential American artist," 
said Christy 
F. Adams, 
SJMA Director of Public Rela-
tions.
 
Georgia O'Keeffe is represent-




is one of her masterpieces. 
Other featured
 artists include 
Andrew




weekend's  rainy 
weather, attendance for the exhi-
bition's opening was high.
 
"We
 had about 30 people 
waiting in 























 the exhibition. 
"By 2
 
pin, on Saturday 
we 
were packed,
 and there 
was a 
45-ininute
 wait on Sunday,"
 




SJSU Foundation office 
assistant Saralyn Boyd works 
out on a "ski master" machine 











Stall  Wrarl 
Last 
semester, SJSU students approved
 a 
$5 fee increase 
to pay for the construction
 
of 
a new child-care facility.
 The search for 
a 
location  began at the 
start
 of this semes-
ter. 
Four 












property  on 
Eighth 
Street



















land Child Day 
Care
 Center, made a 
pin-
penal




day  to offer 
$800,0(X)




 the property and 
has the 
authority  to decide
 its use. 








 but I mil
 In ping we 
will continue to 












on ire expert advice." 
If 
the  foundation  
decides
 not to sell the 
land,  other location 
options  will be con-
sidered. When 
the Job Corps 







































































because  we 
work 
closely 


































































































 $1.5 million 
to renovate 
because
 the buildings do 






















for  a child-care center. 
South  Campus, which was 
























































Community"  was 
devel-
oped 
















College District, he 
is one of 
the 
first 
openly  gav 
elected 










faculty  to 
tea( 
































has  not 
been 













addressing  the 
diversity
















































types of information gathering 
By Alex Betancourt 
Spartan Dad% Staff Writer 
The CSU Research Funds Com-
mittee granted $5,000 for a study 
currently being conducted on infor-
mation used by the Latino popula-
tion. The study focuses on the dif-
ferent types of 
information
 sought 
by Latinos and the manner that it is 
obtained. 
"We picked the Hispanic/Latino 
population because historically they 
are the most numerous in this area. 
We have the 
Chicano  Resource 
Center on campus, so it seemed like 
a good place to start," said Jo Bell 
Whitlatch, a study coordinator. "If 
this is successful, we'd like to repli-
cate it and compare the results from 
other populations."
 
Whttlatch and Ruth Hailer, who 
teach graduate courses in the 
School of Library and Information 
Science, are conducting the study 
with the help 
of
 five graduate stu-




"The study is about 
the  informa-
tion environment. That is 
what  you 
pay attention to and how you 
select 
that information," Whitlatch said. 
"Information may just
 be a fact or a 
pattern of data. 
It's any way that you 
can obtain knowledge to solve
 your 
problems.
 (Many) times people are 
just looking for little bits of data and 
other times they are looking 
more 
to 
acquire  fairly systematic knowl-
edge of a topic. The study covers 
both of these areas." 
The type of information needed 
is largely affected by an individual's 




















'lltursday from noon to 1:30 p.m. in 
the Guadalupe Room in the Stu-
dent Union. 
The seminar provides options
 for 
people interested in making 
socially 
responsible investments. In addi-
tion, the seminar hopes to 
make 
consumers  aware of incentives that 
are available in making investments, 
and 
whether  investments might be a 
danger to 
human life. 
Oscar  Battle, health education 
coordinator at SJSU and a 
featured  
speaker on Thursday,
 said students 
can 
learn  much from the 
seminar.  
"Many  students 
have
 a savings in 
one of the major 
bat mks,"
 Battle said. 
"What they probably don't know is 
where that bank is investing its 
money. Bank of America 
had major 
holdings in South Africa that can be 
linked to apartheid." 
Battle explained people need to 
know where their investments are 
going to ensure there is no "dirty 
money" 
"Unconsciously, people invest in 
areas that 
totally
 disagree with their 
philosophy. because they don't 
know what companies are doing 
with their Inolley.
 Battle said. "Peo-
ple might
 say they are agaihst the 
war effort,
 but they might
 be mak-
ing iiwestments
 in companies that 
put  their money in bombs and air-
craft." 
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 not only has to deal 
with the Whitewater scandal, 
but he 
now has to deal with 
a sexual harass-
ment case as well. 
The  combination of the two 
equal millions of 
dollars  in legal fees. A legal 
defense
 fund has been proposed
 to pay for it, 
but  there are serious ethical 
implications 
involved 
with such a 
fund. 
The
 contributors are inevitably
 those who will 
support 
Clinton and disagree 
with the opposi-
tion. Even if the contributors
 believe Clinton is 
guilts,
 they will have much to gain 
by supporting 
hint. 
They will have his support in return. 
A sitting president has never resorted to using 
a defense fund. The Clintons do not qualify for 
federal aid because they were not in office when 
the Whitewater
 case and now the sexual harass-
ment lawsuit originated. 
For the sexual harassment lawsuit, Clinton 
has hired Washington lawyer Robert Bennett for 
a fee of 
$450-aii-hour. The lawyer in the White -
water land -development
 controversy is being 
paid a smaller fee of $300-an -hour. 
Clinton only 
gets paid $96-an -hour, so 
the problem is easy to 
The controversy revolves around the possibil-
ity cot aributors
 to  the fund will expect favors in 
t mint. 
There  are few people who give money 
with
 out expecting anything in return. 
Top aide Bruce Lindsey said the 
White House 
mitild not be 
involved in raising the money. 
In
 
addition,  the fund would be set up 
to
 conceal 
the identity of the 
contributors.
 While insiders 
would know the list 
of
 contributors, the public 
would he 
in the dark 
The two high-priced lawyers have already 
agreed to bill the Clintons for their services. By 
doing so they are already doing him a favor and 
expecting
 something in return. 
Throughout the 1992 presidential election, 
voters were faced with a question of character., 
Though it apparently did not matter then, it is 
now 
obvious
 that character was a serious issue 
The presidency of the United States is the 
most 
powerful  position in the country and pos-
sibly the world. When the person holding that 
position is subjected to influence from others, 
his power becomes 
weakened  and less represen-
tative of the people. 
This is America, land where we the people 
have the right to a voice in the way our govern-
ment is run. Our government should not waste 
the people's 
time and money dealing with scan-
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Nature's  little inspirations 
As
 I was taking a late 
afternoon walk last 
week to pick up a 
pizza, I noticed what looked like 
a large, moving pile of lint 
beneath a tree. When I crept 
nearer, its small occupant soon 
emerged and disappeared into 
the tree. 
The nest lay on the ground, 
its soft interior lined with feath-
ers and what looked like wispy 
cotton. Its 
exterior
 was an intri-
cate yet fragile shell of leaves, 
twigs and bark. While I had 
been walking down the street 
thinking about pizza toppings, 
this little bird had already begun 
the painstaking task of rebuild-
ing its home, literally from the 
ground  
up. 
If I were in the same situa-
tion, 
would  I be overwhelmed 
by the 
despair
 of losing my 
home? Would 
I even know how 
to put it back 
together? And 
would I ever 
feel  secure again? 
These questions were non-exis-
tent for the plucky bird, who by 
now is probably living quite 




fall into reverie when 
witnessing or thinking about 
natural events; it is from 
these  
that I find inspiration in my 
daily life. 
There grows in California a 
wildflower called the fire poppy. 
This lovely and delicate dark red 
flower with lacy green leaves pro-
duces seeds that only sprout 
after flames ravage the land. 
The year following
 a chaparral 
fire is about the 
only time one 
can see a fire poppy. 
Its seeds lie 
dormant
 at other 
times, awaiting
 the next time 
destruction will 
bring  them new 
life. "Death" in 





is a transient 
quality,  though 




flourishing after such a tragedy. 
Animals have a surprising 
ability to adapt 
to the world we 
have imposed upon them, 
the 
mockingbirds in my neighbor-
hood being one example. 








I will never forget
 the time a 






When  the bird began to 
sing again, one of its "calls was a 
nearly exact rendition of the 
alarm! I have also heard them 
imitate horns and bells. You 
wouldn't catch me even coming 
close to imitating
 the diverse 
sounds of nature such as a bab-
bling brook, a chirping
 cricket 
or a humpback whale.
 
Venturing along the beach, I 
sometimes chance upon some 
small, iridescent fragment. Once 
I even found a whole abalone 
shell. The soft rainbow hues of 
the shell's lining are a delight to 
seashell collectors 
like  myself, yet 
how many of 





Tiny structures within the 
shell break up the light into its 
seven -color spectrum. Humans 
cannot achieve this feat without 
building prisms out of smooth, 
translucent 
chunks  of glass. 
They need to 
be cut or formed 
in a triangular or 
rectangular  
shape to bend the rays
 of light 
when held in a certain 
position.  
Nature has better aesthetics. 
Even something as 
ethereal
 as 
the wind causes wonderment. 
Though just a stream of moving 
molecules, it can 
communicate  
with each of our five senses. 
Obviously we cannot see 
air,
 but 
we can feel this invisible force 
when its molecules hit us. We 
can also see particles 
or objects 
moved by this invisible force. 
Ever catch the sweet smell of 
flowers
 blooming in a nearby 
field? The wind brings
 it to you. 
Stand on the 
deck  of a ship for a 
while and you may taste salt car-
ried by the sea
 breezes. 
I do not live particularly close 
to a railroad crossing, yet some-
times I can hear trains that pats 
in the night so clearly that even 
the thumpinF of the wheels over 
the tracks is evident. Other 
times I can hardly even make 
out the whistle. It all depends on 
the direction the 
wind  is blow-
ing. 
We as 
humans  like to look at 
our numerous inventions and 
accomplishments with pride. We 
have indeed come a long way 
since our days of using stone 
tools. However, we must keep
 in 
mind that the miracles of the 
natural world were here long 
before us, and will continue with 
or without us. 
So let's appreciate them. 
Shari Kaplan is a Daily copy edi-
tor and columnist. Her column 
appears every













 out about the 
same 
time my friend's 
three-
year -old son was sinking
 his 
teeth into my leg. 





 toddlers, were 
the 
sweetest, most innocent peo-
ple on the earth. 




that.  Children are like 
the Tasmanian 





The first sign I saw to 
confirm
 




List. This is the 
term his 
mother and
 I use for the people
 
he decides 
he doesn't like for 
the minute,
 hour, day or week. 
When I land on the  list, the 
torture begins. 
It's like 
being  in the middle 
of a battlefield
 with incoming 
enemy
 bombers and tanks 
attacking from all sides. I might 
be sitting on the floor, having a 




 with a toy. 














blow to the 
head,  
he comes in 
for the second
 
attack  and scales my back
 like a 
professional
 rock climber. 
The next thing 
I know I'm 
face down 
on
 the floor 
while  he 
uses my back 
as a trampoline.
 
Once I get 
myself
 out of that 
situation and stupidly think I'm 
going 
to get a breather, he 
comes  after me again. 
Not all his attacks are a sur-
prise. We might be wrestling or I 
might be 
tickling
 him, thinking 
how fun it is to spend time with 
my godchild, when from out of 
nowhere horns sprout and the 
devil 
returns. 
He sinks his teeth into my 
leg. 
I was only tickling him when I 
felt
 pain shoot up my leg. I 
looked down and there he was 
with 




After I detached him
 from 
my
 leg, he sat their grinning like 






I think children are just learn-
ing what 
the limits are and 
experimenting
 with what they 
observe 
from parents. But there 









































































































think  the 













"As  near as 
I can 
tell,  there is 
nothing  in 
(the ad) 
that's  false or 
misleadins....  If 
the statement











 false or 
misleading 
in
 an ad that 
claims the
 museum 
displays  "no 




individual  was 










 that he was 
speaking in his 
official capaci-
ty 
both  for the 
newspaper  and for 
the university. 
Any  direct 
debate




 the ad might be 
interpreted as 
giving
 it a kind of 
credibility. 
However,
 for the benefit
 of those who 
fail 
to recognize the 
falsity  in the ad, let 
us
 point out 
that the 
museum does 
provide  extensive 
documen-
tation 

















 to it without
 regard to 
editorial 
judgment,
 then we could
 only quarrel 
with  
such a policy. 
However,  the 
advertising
 procedures 
and policies of the
 SPARTAN DAILY 
state  that "the 
paper
 reserves the right 
to revise or reject 
whole  or 
in
 part any 
advertisement  which 
is
 not in the best 
interests of the 
newspaper




 that the SPARTAN
 DAILY  did not feel 
that publishing 
this





 befell the Jewish 
people only 
fifty years ago is well 
documented  and is not the 
subject of 
academic  debate. 
Freedom
 of the press 
also includes 
responsibility.  The fact 
that
 the ad 
contained intentionally 
misleading,  false, and dis-
torted 
information  made it 
inappropriate  for the 
SPARTAN 




Jewish Student Union 
Editor's note: 
This  letter was sent to President J. Handel Evans 
May 9, 
accompanied  by 262 student and faculty sig-
natures
 from various departments. 
Homosexuality  normal for 
many gays, straight people 
Editor: 
Here is my "obligatory" response to 
Naser  Ideis' 
column, "Children Corrupted by Homosexuality"
 
(Tuesday, May 10). As a gay man, I am continually
 
saddened to be reminded 
that  attitudes such as 
Ideis' exist. The need to clarify 
and  refute defama-
tions such as his becomes very 
tiring, but necessary. 
Before I respond to the 
content
 of the column, I 
would like to say that despite his 
statement
 to the 
contrary, Ideis has indeed written
 a very pejorative 
and derogatory piece. 
First, I can 
agree that I 
went
 through a 
difficult  
period  of time 




of being  gay. 
Unfortunately,  that 
"prac-






 part of my 
identity.  Such 
denial
 is most 




 is not the 




 for me, 
many  other gay
 people, and 
many 
"straight" people as well. 
Second,
 homosexuality
 is not a 




exist  in the 
DSM  (the 
Diagnostic  and 
Statistical  








































































 them an 
"abnormal,  
amoral,  
defiled way of life." 
I wish that somebody would 





























































San  lose State 
university 













CLUB:  Last General 
Meeting,



















 Bake Sale, 
8a.m.-
1p.m.,  Front of 




Llamas  924-8302 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 
ASSOCIATION: Brazil In Films: 
"Runaway Slaves to Favelas," 
7:30-9p.m.. 
Call
 IRC 207 
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOW-
SHIP: Topical Bible 
Study, 
1:30p.m., Outside Student 
Union. Call Tim 298-0204 
THEATRE ARTS 
DEPARTMENT: 
The Wiz, 12:30p.m., University 




BLE: Spring Concert, 7:30p.m., 
Music 







2p.m., Art Quad. Call 924-7966 
BLACK STUDENT UNION: 
End -
of -Summer Chill, 7-10p.m., 




DECANAL COMMITTEE FOR THE 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING: 
Open Forum on Vision Plans for 
College of 
Engineering,  12:30-
1:30 p.m., Engineering 189. Call 
Marilyn Reich 924-3840 
GALA: Elections, 4:30-5:30 
p.m., Guadalupe Room, SU. 
Call 
236-2002  
INDIAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION: 
Election meeting, 12:30p.m., 
Pacheco Room, SU. 
Call  
Manesh Judge 395-6174 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 
Assoc:LAI-ION: 
Brazil  in Films: 
"Runaway Slaves to Favelas",
 
7:30-9 p.m.. Call IRC 207; U.S. 
Policy Toward Cuba, 
11:30a.m.-
1p.m., Costanoan Room, SU. 






Hall.  Call 924-4631 
LUTHERAN STUDENT
 FELLOW-
SHIP: Free showing of "Being
 
There," 6p.m., Campus 
Inter-
faith 







Room, SU. Call 
Ailabogie 924-1236
 
SPJ (SOCIETY OF PROFESSION-
AL JOURNALISTS): Weekly 
Meeting, Agenda:
 swearing in 
new officers, ratifying club con-
stitution, preparing for Fall 
semester, noon, DBH 213, Spar-
tan 
Daily  Conference Room. 
Call Dave
 Grey 924-4266 
THEATRE ARTS DEPARTMENT: 
The
 Wiz, 8p.m., University The-





TEE: Raffle Fundraiser, I1a.m.-
2p.m., SU Art Quad. Call 
924-7966 
DIRECT ACTION ALLIANCE: 
General Meeting, 7p.m., Peace 
Center 48 S. 7th Street. Call 
Juan Ham 236-3765 
SpartaGtide is mailable to students, bruin 
and staff organizations tor free. Deadline is 5 
p.m., two days before publitntion. omis are 
available ar the Spartan Itiils. DIll 1 209. limited 
space may force reduting the manber mules
 
the seminar, along 
with Aphlyn 
Jalivay, a representative 
of
 
the corporation. Jalivay said 
it is important for SJSU
 
acuity and staff to attend the 
seminar.  
"We want to talk about 
putting your money  where your 
mouth is and 
making smai t 
investments for out generation 
and the next generation as well," 
she explained. "People might 
know about certain social 
issues,
 





sor Frank Schiavo will be a fea-
tured speaker. 
Course   
From page 1 
'We'll talk about 
fighting  for 
civil rights in 
the 
courts and how other 
groups 
have gone about it," Yeager said. 
'We'll talk about 
protest  politics 
and the civil 
rights  movement 
then
 connect that to 
women  
using 
the same tactics." 
"For decades, women 
have 
had a very difficult time
 running 
for 
public  office and now 
it's very 
positive  for them to 
do so, 
Yeager said. "We will 
look at what caused that 
and 
then look at gays and
 lesbians 
and see where we are
 in that 
process."  
The class is considered exper-
imental. It will be taught for 
three semesters before it goes 
through
 another approval 
process so it can be taught 
again. 
'We don't know what
 kind of 
student interest or demand 
there will be for the course," 
(:hristeiisen said. 
"With this university having 
25,000 students, 
there  has 
only 
been
 one course that 
has ever 
been offered on 
gays and lesbians and that 
was in the sociology 
depart-
ment," Yeager said. 











who  has been 
active in the 




ciate the distinction of 
secretary,"
 she said. 
The new 
secretary plans 
to study what has been 
done and confer with 
Shifflett, the former secre-
tar; think 
it (the Academic Sen-
ate) is 
important.  It enhances 
collaboration on this campus 
among the faculty and 
students and leads to a 
greater campus period," she 
said. 
The 
chair  of Committee
 on 
Committees  will be Selma 
Burkom, an associate dean of 
Faculty Affairs. 
"I'm going to try to put 
faculty
 who are interested 




Burkom hopes to see changes 
in the workings of the Academic 
Senate.
 
"We need to counter the con-
servative approach," she said. 
The new statewide senator 




Bill Cainpsey was elected sen-
ator-at -large. 




 of Business. 
"I'm very happy 
that people 
had trust in me to elect me 
as senator -at-large," Carnpsey 
said. 
"I want to go in, not 
with my own thoughts, 
but try 
to do what the Senate wants 
done," he said. 
"The senator -at -large 
should be finding out what 
the 
senators  want. 
How  
I'm 
going to do that 
 I 










are shy. I want 
to try
 to be a voice
 for 
those
 who are 




next  meeting will be 
held on 
Sept.  12. 
The Senate will be addres-
sing issues such as whether 
or not to keep 
ROTC at 
SJSU and whether
 to adopt 







 jail sentence for assault 
LOS ANGELES (AP)  Rap-
per and actor 
Tupac  Shakur on 
Tuesday began serving a 
15-day 
jail term for
 beating up a direc-
tor on the set of a 
music video. 
Shakur, who was sentenced in 
March on two counts
 of misde-
meanor
 assault and 
misde-
meanor battery,
 surrendered in 
Municipal Court and was taken 
into immediate custody, 
said 
Mike Qualls, a spokesman for 
the city attorney. 
He was 
booked
 at the Los 




 who co-starred with 





beating  up a 21
-year -old 
director 
on the Los 
Angeles  set 
of a music 
video in March 
1993.  
Prosecutors said 





because of the 
rapper's  violent 
temper.
 
In addition to 
the jail time, 
Shakur, 




perform  15 days 
of 
community




 days of other
 ser-
vice 
and to pay 




 won't be 
released, 
howev-
er, until he 









 from his 
latest
 arrest last month, Qualls 
said.
 
"When he's finished ... techni-
cally he's still under arrest on 
these two warrants,* Qualls said. 
Shakur was scheduled to be 
arraigned
 Wednesday on the 
felony charges. 
Shakur and Maurice Harding, 
26, were 
arrested  late last month 
in Hollywood after their car was 
stopped 
for  speeding. A loaded, 
9mm semiautomatic
 handgun 
and a small amount of marijua-
na were 
found  in the car, police 
said. 
The 
city  charged Shakur with 
two 
misdemeanor  counts of pro-
bation violation. 
The case also 
was turned over 
to the 
county  district attorney's 
office because 
Shakur  had a 
prior  conviction for 
carrying
 a 
concealed and loaded firearm, 
stemming  from his 
arrest  last 
year
 as he left a downtown night-
club. 
On Monday, Shakur and 
Harding were 
charged with one 
felony
 count each of being a 
convicted person 
having a con-
cealed firearm in 
a vehicle. 
Shakur
 also was charged
 with a 
count of 
carrying a loaded 
firearm while 
having  a prior con-
viction,
 said Sandi Gibbons, a 
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Child  care 
From page 




makes this area 
unfavorable. 
The 
$5 fee increase for the 
new child-care facility
 has been 
set aside in an A.S. account 
through the Chancellor's
 
Office. It now totals approxi-
mately $130.000.
 Next semester 
the
 fee increase
 will be $8 
instead 
of $5, which was also a 
result of last 
semester's  election. 
The Foundation Board 
plans  
to 
meet on May 19. The future 
of the 
child-care  facility will be 












 in seminary 
sex  scandal 
SANTA 
BARBARA, Calif. 
(AP)  A former boys choir
 
director and priest at St. Antho-
ny's Seminary 
pleaded guilty 
Tuesday to a charge 
of molest-
ing a boy under 14 at the semi-
nary. 
The Rev. 
Robert Van Handel 
faces a maximum eight 
years  in 
prison when he is sentenced 
June 21. 
He was the second
 priest con-
victed of child abuse at the Fran-












 of the incidents 
occurred 
before
 1987, the 
criminal 




 Handel and others
 still 





 sex abuse 
took place at 
the seminary 
boarding school between 1964 
1 (P/0 




I  Won Ton
 Rice Stick 
I Soup 
 Won Ton Noodle Soup 
NEIN RING 
 








262 East Santa Clara St. 
289-8688 
from 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM  















ROSA,  Calif. (AP)  
The man charged with kidnap-
ping and murdering Polly 
Maas
 didn't look 
mean  and said 
he wasn't going to hurt her, 
Polly's friend said
 in court Tues-
day. 
The girl's testimony came at a 
preliminary 
hearing  in Sonoma 
County Municipal Court for 
Richard
 Allen Davis, the man 
accused of kidnapping
 and mur-
dering 12-year -old Polly. 
"lie didn't look mean or 
menacing," said Gillian Pelham, 
who was at Polly's home Oct. 1, 
1993, the night
 Polly was abduct-
ed. 
Pelham said the abductor told 
the girls, "I'm not 
going to hurt 
you. I'm not going to touch you. 
I'm just doing it for the money." 
'The 12-year -old swiveled back 
and forth as she sat on the wit-
ness stand, clutching a stuffed 
raccoon. 
Polly was taken from her bed-
room at knife point as her two 
friends watched in horror. 
Davis told the girls to "count 
to 1,000 and after we did that 
Polly would be back with us,' Pel-
ham said. 
The other friend with Polly 
that night was Kate McLean, who 
testified that she at first thought 
the incident was a prank. 
"I assumed it was some kind 
of trick or joke, that Polly had 
gone too far. I didn't
 find it very 
funny,"
 said McLean, who was 
holding a stuffed bear and wear-
ing a pin with Polly's picture on 
it. 
McLeati gave a chilling 
account of the night Polly was 
taken, saying the 
abductor
 















































"I'd like to 
admit that I 




At no time was it ever 
the 
child's fault, and I'm 
very  
deeply sorry," Van Handel 
told Municipal Judge Frank 
Ochoa 
Van Handel
 was arrested in 
March. 
The Franciscan 
order  says the 
accused priests
 have been given 
assignments
 that keep them 



























































word processor, you get three free disks filled with more than 
200 clip art illustrations, holiday
 art and borders which you can 




projects  (yeah, 
right).  
Rut, the StarWriter is perfect for producing
 more impressive 
class assignments, too. It has 5 built-in fonts.
 And with Canon's 
patented non -impact 
Bubble  Jet's' printing, the StarWriter
 prints on 
plain paper with laser -like 
quality  while hardly making a sound. 
What's more, the StarWriter
 fl5 and 70 even import DOS' 
documents  from a PC computer. 
Check into 
Canon's  StarWriter today. And take advantage 
of 
the free clip art offer by 
using  this coupon. For more 
information,  




 standard on StarlCrotrr SI,
 optional










































or Si) dated between 'starch 1 1994 and May 31 1994 and the 11N. Lode from 
the top of the box
 tie








Phone Ni,.  
City   State  Zip   
All claims must 
he postmarked
 and 
received  no later than
 June
 14, 
1994.  Forms 




weeks fin delivery. For locations nearest you, call 
1-500-4












The man then tied 
their aims 
behind 
their  back and covered 
their 




Polly pleaded with the 
man 
to not harm her  mother and 
step sister, who were sleeping 
in a nearby room, but he 
thought 
Polly was lying
 about other 
people being in 
the home, 
McLean said. 
The man asked who lived in 
the home and when Polly 
answered, he took her. McLean 
said she and Pelham waited for a 
while and then were able to 
untie themselves. 
When deputy attorney Greg 
Jacobs asked the girls separately 
if they recognized the man who 
abducted Polly, both said they 
believed it was Davis, who was sit-
ting at the defense table wearing 
a light colored shirt. 
Polly's father, Marc Klaas, 
testified briefly about a finger-
print card he had made of Polly 
a few years ago. Klaas stared 
intently at Davis it was the first 
time the two men had been face 
to face. 
"He can be intimidating to lit-
tle girls, but he doesn't do much 




including several from the 
FBI,
 
who testified about evidence 
found at Polly's home and at 
the  
scene near Cloverdale where 
Polly's remains were found on 
Dec. 4. 
FBI agent 
Charles  Wilcox told 






































































 time she saw her 
daughter,
 










said the girls were 
"happily














 to last for 
at least four 
days. 




and has spent 
more  than 15 
years
 in prison for 
six  convictions 
ranging 






















 strikes and you're 
out" law. 






to close the court hear-
ings to the
 public and media. 
Davis, who has been charged 
with eight felony 
counts,  includ-
ing, kidnapping, 
murder  and an 
assault to commit a lewd act  on a 
child 14, is being
 held in Sono-
ma County Jail in Santa Rosa. 
Lawyers on both 
sides  are 
under a 
gag order issued by 









 (Al') "lire 
Smithsonian Institution, the 
world's largest museum, 
research and educational com-
plex, almost entirely excludes 




special task force 
asserted Tuesday. 




 said Raul Yzaguirre, 
president of the National Coun-
cil of La Raza and chairman of 




"For an institution such
 as the 
Smithsonian, which is a public 
trust and receives the vast major-
ity of its funding from taxpayers, 
including Hispanic Americans, 
this is simply unacceptable," Yza-
guirre said at a news conference. 
The report said the Smithson-
ian's failure was "twice damag-
ing" because Hispanics were 
denied the 
right  to feel recog-
nized and valued, and because it 
fostered the perception that 
they've contributed little to 
American culture. 
Retiring Smithsonian Secre-
tary Robert McC. Adams, who 
established the panel last year, 
called the report extraordinary 
and added: "I'm 
obviously 
embarrassed in one sense, but 
proud in another." 
Undersecretary Constance 
Newman said 
officials  would 
seek advice from the institution's 
16 museum directors before 
deciding which recommenda-
tions to adopt. Some of the sug-
gestions, however, must wait for 
the new secretary. 
The 
institution's  17-member 
governing board was to choose a 
new
 secretary on Monday, but 




 Gore ret urns from 
South Africa. The vice president 
has an automatic 






neglect"  of Hispan-
ics was highlighted by the small 
number of Hispanic staff, espe-




sentation on the governing 
board. 
Manuel Ibanez, president of 
Texas A&I University, on Mon-
day 
became the first Hispanic 
member
 of the Smithsonian gov-
erning board. 
The 
institution has a work 




 162 of the workers, 
or 2.7 percent, are Hispanic. 
There also are no Hispanic 
museum directors or top man-
agers, and only two Hispanics 





-page report also criti-
cized the lack of a single muse-
um dedicated to the art, 
culture  
and history
 of Hispanics, and
 
cited
 a near absence of 
perma-






to black history 
and culture
 and Asian art, but 










 in the fall. 
Newman said 












additional  $1 
million in its 
fiscal  
1995 







sonian to seek 
Hispanics for 
decision
-making  and advisory 
posts, 
as well as senior and cura-
torial positions. 
It also asks for





 D -Calif , 
said congressional 
hearings may 
be warranted "to ascertain 




Three -fourths of the Smith-
sonian's $458 million 
budget,  or 
$342 million, comes from the 
federal
 
government.  Its 
muse-
ums report more than 25 mil-
lion visits yearly, 
but officials 
couldn't say what percentage 
were by Hispanics. 
Justafractionof  what tie spendon 
sports can
 help keep 
society
 in shape. 
li\socass  whelp 
our
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time 
community, 
when you think 
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 of 
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'FIRST MONTH FREE RENT WITH MINIMUM 2 MONTH 
REIYTALPERIOD.  
OFFER GOOD TO NEW CUSTOMERS ONLY ON 
SELECTED  SPACES SUBJECT 
TO 
AVAILABILITY.  OFFER EXPIRES 6/1/93 
PLEASE  MENTION 
THIS  AD 
study (stud e).
 noun. 1. a room in a house used for 
reading. verb. 2. the act of reading or paying close 




. the belongings acquired over 
diate purpose. 2. objects that 
hings that 
should be stored at 
time that serve 
seem to merely occupy 
Safe Place Storage! 
(stoo'ka): noun.l. a 
German
 two seated dive 
ber used 
successfully
















SANTA TERESA A. 
6880 Santa Teresa Blvd. 

















































M 1 - 8x10 
'IP 2 - 5x7s 
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Wallets  

























$159 per ,no  tat -Sill
 Ilk,. 36 SO touJ dorm.
 TOW of 
payrnewb 56196 32 Purehase option 34833 00 This lasso is based 













per .no.  tau - $115.42 fro 16 mos 
50 total down. Total of 
payeneob 57755.1Z.
 Purcluse option $643900 
This lease la based 
on 15.000 no. per year and sublets to 
credit
 apptosal All Wanda's' 
equipped model 1701 






5)49 per nua  taa - 5)69543w 36 mos. $O tow/ down. Teas/ of 
P.Vmenes
 5970144
 Purchase option 59144.00 This lease ks Mead 
on 13,000 miles per yen and subject to credit 
approval.  Immedlate 
dawn I amen* in alock of yow 










 omer of MIddlefieldl PALO ALTO 
(408) 
929-2100  
)PEN  MON -FRI 
OAM












Busine  s /S 

















imite  vuttr family and 
friends attending the 
SJSU 94 graduation to 
make 
themSelve,
 at home at a very 
comfortable  rate. Free 
airport
 shuttle. 
*Spacious rooms with separate seating
 areas Swinuning pool and 
exercise  room 
'Family style restaurant
 and a cozy lounge *Cable TV 
(featuring  HBO and ESPN) is free 
COURTYARD 
1727 Technology Drive 
(408) 441-6111 ext. 639 
(4 miles north of SJSU off the Guadalupe Pkwy) 
Rates good 
Thursday  

























































































































SONG KONG 5649 
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 5n1a 5479 
1.R51Ct ASS FARES 
AVAIL ABLE FOR 
ECONOMY  PRICES 
Some Res.tcl.ons May Apply 
 SUPER TRAVEL,
 INC. 
mot  321 9222




Before  you 
interview, invest 
in a little 





to put your 
best foot 
forward 
. . . we 
should 
know. 











Get the best value at 































dressing for an 
Interview. 
Conservative  
styling  is best. 
 your











grey  pinstripe 
 Your 
dress  shirt 







straight or tab 
collar.  
 Ties should be con-
servative. Choose a 
basic regimental 
stripe, micro -neat 
or 
foulard print in bur-
gundy or red 0-lades 
 Shoes should be 
black or cordovan  
pull -on  or wing 
tip. 
 Make sure your 
interview 









 Be prepared 
with 
two or three outfits 






 - 7prn 
Saturday 
10 am -6 
pro 
Sunday 






phone  r 105: 
7E5  - 76 i7 
UNTIL JUNE 16 
BABY BACK RIBS 
SALMON







e of epol or lesser value. 
You must brmg this
 
ad. 
Not  valid at 
San lose Arena Events 
dater  for two 
leen before the eveot starts. One 
per couple A IS% 
((p09
 the original 
pore
 
of your meal 
will ha 
included.  
Not valid with other offers. 
17 Son Pedro Square 
Downtown




 Thum 5.00-9 00 
Friday 1. Saturday 5.00-10.00 




































tuxedo  purchase 
Also Offers 




 $100 cash back 
w/any  3 for I 





II ggatti. Enzo, 
Carlo Mondrone, 
Franco Tassi, 
Sy:inn and many 
rithers.
 
VAN TI  
Fine Italian 


































































Grill  & Bar 
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This  Price 
Purchase  
$11.944,
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Chrysler 
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don't  forget 
Santa  Theresa BI 
*Father's 
Day, June 19! 
578-1610
 
  exp. 6-30-94.   
HERE'S
 OUR GRAD GIFT TO 
YOU...  
Special SJSU grad rate: 
Executive  King $54.00 
Executive Suite $65.00. 
Located 
minutes  from San Jose Airport, downtown and San Jose State 
University are our featured 200 spacious guest rooms and suites. Here 
you can take advantage of our offered 
limousine  service, evening 
beverage service, pool and spa, 
VCR's, movies, free local 
THE 
calls, and complimentary 
breakfast.  And don't forget our 
BEVERLY
 
full service restaurant, 
lounge and room service on site 
HEiqrAGE
 
(Brandon's). Go out in style. Treat yourself to the 





Milpitas, Ca 95035 (408) 






























































































































































hatted  and lived
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 procions are on 
campus
 
A Yes we've 
been  hsApong slucienh 
pre-
pere For Ih past 20 
years 
I 



















































Your  J.D. 
Degree
 
 Reasonable Tuition 
 
Program
 for Working Adults 












Come visit us on our 
Coffee Break! 
Meet the students and faculty, and let us 
answer your questions. 
LINCOLN
 LAW SCHOOL OF SAN JOSE
 












MAY  14, 
11Am 






OVER  1.000 PERSONAL 
COMPUTER  SYSTEMS 
(MaNY1HMANHFACRJR1RWARRON
 
PLUS NeXTCUBES & 
NenSTATIONS,
 HARD DRIVES, 100'S OF 
PERIPHERALS.  
OVER 175 APPLE COMPUTERS including Performa 600 CD's, 
450's,







OVER 600 486 DESKTOP AND NOTEBOOK
 COMPUTER SYSTEMS (25MHZ to 66MHZ) from 
Dell, Acer, IBM. Leading 
Edge,
 
COMPAQ, Toshiba, many configured for Multi -Media appli-
cations  PLUS... 
GO
 and Momenta Pen Based Computers. 
PRIIffERS,SCANIERS .1 
MONITORS:  Apple Laserwriter 
II 
NTX's, H-P Laserjet II's,
 4..s 
and Paintret XL's, Epson. Pirrason,; and Okidata Dot Matrix Printers  Apple Scanners
  
Radius Two 





PERIMERALS: Micropolis SCSI Hard Drives.
 CD-ROMS, Modems, Software, More! 
PREVIEW FRIDAY, MAY 13, 9AM TO 
IPM  AND FROM 9AM MORNING OF THE SALE. 
G 
REA 1. ANI 






























































rates**  Or 
choose  our 
leaseplan_which
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 - 5:00 
pm 
Valid through





SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
Fully  accredited graduate evening
 programs conveniently offered




English  as a Second 
Language  
 a one year 30 unit program  
Applicants  
who  already hold a valid
 
M5/SS 
California  Teaching Cadential may *leo 
be eligible to apply 
directly to the 
California  Commission on Teacher 
Credentialing  for the Cron-Cultural 
Language  and 
Development 
Authorization  Certificate (CLAD) upon 















unit  program may be 
completed in four 







13, 1994 - 
6:30p.m.
 
USF South Bay Regional
 Center 















Traveling by land, sea 
or air, UCHIDA can 
get you there for 
less! 
UCHIDA TRAVEL is 
the preferred Spartan 
travel agency. Call 
them
 for all of you 
travel needs. 
293-3399  
( 1111) \ 
I k 
\\
 I I 
FA
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Siverson  is one of two piano tech-
nicians in 
the SJSU music depart-
ment. 
An
 SJSU fine arts graduate
 in 
1974, 
Siverson became a piano 
tech-
nician because he 
wanted  to be 
involved with music 
without  necessar-
ily becoming a performer. It took him 





piano by ear. A complete tuning of the 
Steinway concert grand piano Siver-
son is shown working 




 Tim Kao 
Read features every Tuesday and 
Thursday  in the SPARTAN DAILY! 
I ; 
Get the experience
 that you need 
so you won't have to beg for a job. 






with the computer 
programs
 that 




 by and see

























Ws even a 
fun  class! 
If you have 
any questions
 













Thur, May 19 
Fri, May 20 
Sat, May  21 
Sun, May 22 
Mon, 
May 23 
Tue,  May 24 
Wed,
 May 25 
Thur,
 May 26 
Fn, May 27 
7am - 2am 





Noon  - 2am 
7am  - 2am 
7am  - 2am 
7am - 
10pm  
7am  - 
5pm
 




 May 28 
loam - 5pm 
Sun,
 May 29 Closed  
Free coffee 
after 7pm! 
























Rocky Mountains (ranking by 




 to offer: 
 Small and 
personal  classesmost have fewer 







Classes  taught by Santa






$625  per 
class  
 
Registration  by mail and 





 Easy transfer of 
most  units 
 A 
wide 





arts core to pre-med 
 A 
semester's worth of 
work  in 




June 16July 22 






























 to follow through 
on human rights policies, and 
criticized what they said was the 
underreporting 
of abuses in 
Haiti.  




Holly Burkhalter, Washington 
director






a House Foreign Affairs sub-
committee on the State Depart-
ment's annual country report 
on human rights practices, 
which was released earlier this 
year. 
They generally praised the 
report for its graphic descrip-
tions of abuses in China, Turkey, 
India, Vietnam and other coun-
tries. 
"But the annual country 
reports are not a substitute for 
effective human rights policy. 
and we have found
 that the lat-
ter lags far behind the former in 
vigor and conviction," Burkhal-
ter 
said.  
Rep. Tom Lantos, D -Calif., 
chairman  of the subcommittee 
on international security, inter-
national organizations and 
human rights, agreed. "One 
sees a disturbing dichotomy 
between the 
exhaustive  docu-
mentation in the country 
reports and the lack 
of 
vigor 
in the policy as 
regards promotion
 of human 
rights." 
All three witnesses  said one 
glaring weakness was the report 
on Haiti. "On several important 




Posner, executive director of the 
Lawyers'  Committee for
 Human 
Rights. 
He noted that it failed to 
mention the Front for the 
Advancement and Progress of 
Haiti, a military-backed group 






world  : :lest stud. ii, t s.outh trasel ,,:zatwn 
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Take Control






































































 a Surprise Band 










 food, sun, 
and  of course 
...  Fantastic 
Music  ± 
Tower 





 I,. ,th So 
between  San 
Fernando
 Sr and San 
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over chunks of chicken liver, ingre-
dients used 
as
 natural coloring for 
her monoprints. 
BELOW: O'Shea rubs chicken 
liver 



















TWO  SHORT YEARS WITH 
US, 





A two-year hitch 
in the Army is all it takes
 to become 
more valuable 
to employers. 
Because the two years
 after training you spend 
as a 
member of an Army 










help you build a 




 out how you can make 
this solid investment in 
your future.
















 excuses for not 
taking  














 the lower 
level  of the 
Student
 Union for

































 at 9:00 
p.m.and  the











 will be 
leaving  







 Third & 
San Fernando
 Streets 









$55  at A.S. 
through 
July; passes
 sold  at the 
Event  Center 



































 to buy gro-
ceries 
and  pay 
bills  because
 they 



































than  they 




 on food 
stamps.
 
Half of all 
food stamp 
recipi-
ents  leave 
the  rolls 
within
 six 





 of $70. The
 cost 
of liquidating 
a pension can 
quickly 




"It is a 
terrible  personal 
tragedy that
 Americans are 
forced to spend 
away their 
future,"  said Sen. Patrick J. 
Leahy, 
D-Vt.,  chairman of 
the 
Senate Agriculture Committee. 
"We should
 not take the last 
shred of dignity away from men
 
and women who deserve 
the 
right to keep the 
money  they 
have worked so hard to save for 
retirement," Leahy said. 
Under federal law, food 
stamp recipients
 may have no 
more than $2,000 to $3,000 in 
liquid assets, such as money in 
the bank, and luxuries such as 
expensive cars. 
The program helps 27 mil-
lion Americans
 buy groceries. 
The Agriculture Department 
does not consider traditional 
company 




 workers are 
required 
to liquidate their IRAs 
to qualify for food 
stamps. 
Another increasingly popular 
retirement
 plan, the 401(k), is 
not considered
 an asset. Some 
advocates 
for the pool; including 
David Super of the Center on 
Budget 
and Policy Priorities, 
argue that USDA's policy has not 
been clear and that as a result, 
some unemployed workers were 
wrongly told to spend
 down 
their  pensions. 
Also, some companies do not 
allow laid -off workers to keep 
their 401(k) pensions, 
forcing
 
them to roll 
their  money into an 
IRA or risk 
paying
 a penalty. 
Leahy, who is looking
 into the 
situation, said USDA memos 








to do their jobs until it starts writ-
ing its rules in plain English, he 
said. 
Leahy's committee and 
USDA have no figures on the 
number of unemployed workers 
who may be affected by the 
department's pension policies. 
Other welfare programs, 
including  Aid to Families with 
Dependent Children, also count 
nontraditional pensions as 
assets. 
Super and Byron Charlton, a 
lobbyist for the AFL -C10, believe 
thousands of Americans may 
potentially be affected. Rep. 
Robert A. Borski, D-Pa., said he 
hears from a "whole host of peo-
ple who are running into this 
problem," while the Philadel-
phia Unemployment Project, an 
advocacy  organization that aids 
the unemployed, logs five
 to six 
calls a day on the 
issue.  
"It contradicts the whole phi-
losophy of a safety-net program," 
says Charlton. "Instead of a help-
ing hand until 
you  get on your 
feet this is making sure you are 
damn near dead and destitute 
before we will give 




applied for benefits, for exam-
ple, she was told to cash in her 
pension. 
Laid
 off from her job as 
an insurance claims
 supervisor 
in Philadelphia, she had 
exhausted her unemployment 
benefits and 
moved in with her 
mother to save
 money. 
She said she reluctantly
 
dipped into her 401(k) plan at a 
cost of 




Much of the 
money  
she







"What do I have to look 
for-
ward to when I retire? 
More  suf-




 I was going through 
at the time," 
said Tisdale. 
Borski





 retirement funds 
such as 
the 














 Borski's bill 
sets no 
limit
 on the 
amount
 of money 
that 
could  be in a pension, it 
would 
allow  someone with 
$50,000
 in an IRA to collect food 
stamps. But 
Vicki  Gottlich, staff 
attorney
 for the National Senior 
Citizens
 Law Center, notes that 
doesn't add
 up to much money 
for 
someone  who retires at 65 
and dies 
20
 years later. 




show that the average 
balance in a 
nontraditional  pen-
sion was $13,209 in 1991. 
Neal Flieger, 
a spokesman for 
USDA's
 Food and 
Nutrition  
Service, said: 
"If this is a 
problem
 people are 
facing,  it's 
clear we're 
going to have to 
look at 
this and 













 a car or 


































































 to prior 
sale, offer 
expires the 
day  alter 
graduation  
LOS ANGELES (AP)  A 
judge Tuesday upheld the
 legali-
ty of the state s new standardized 
student tests, rejecting the argu-
tnent that some 
essay  questions 
were too personal. 
Superior Court Judge 
Robert
 
H. 0 Brien also 
wrote  that the 
state Education Code's 
prohibi-
tion of questions on morality 
and family life was probably too 
vague to withstand a challenge. 
Schools are expected to teach 
the concept of morality, he 
wrote. 
O'Brien said questions that 
mentioned God or other subjec-
tive topics didn't require stu-
dents to reveal
 private informa-
tion, but did call for the analysis 
and articulation sought by test 
evaluators.
 
"A grader need not be con-
cerned about the content of the 
answers beyond 
determining  if 
they are thought 
out,
 or not 
thought out, and 
articulated well 
or 
not  articulated well, or some-
thing
 in between," O'Brien 
wrote in the tentative decision. 
He gave
 the parties a week 
to 
respond before a final
 decision 
was announced. 
Education  reformers and 






-needed  improvement 
iii evaluating 
how well 





including  parents and 
teachers, have objected to the 
content 
on
 various grounds and 
to the scoring methods. 
The exams are being given
 
this spring to more than 1 mil-
lion public school students in 
grades four, 
five,  eight and 10. 
Several districts 
have held up 
testing pending O'Brien's ruling. 
The United States Justice 
Foundation, in its suit against the 
Los Angeles Unified School Dis-
trict, asked O'Brien to require 
schools to get permission from 
parents before giving the tests, 
saying they delved into 
personal  
subjects. He denied the petition. 
"The questions are not 
designed to elicit the prohibited 
information," O'Brien wrote. 
'More importantly, they, in fact, 
do not call for a 
revelation of the 
pupil's or the 
pupil's
 parents' or 




gets life, no parole 
for killing ex-wife, 
mother-in-law 
BAKE:RSFIELD, Calif. (AP) California law requires before 
 A 
Ridgecrest man who someone can obtain a gun. 
murdered
 his ex-wife and Shaw's attomey, Jim
 Sorena,
 
her mother-in-law was sett- argued during the trial that 
tenced Tuesday 
to life in Shaw was legally insane at 
prison without
 the possibility the time because he had 
of 
parole.  delusions that the women 
A Kern 
County
 Superior were trying to hurt his 5-year-
Court jury had 
found Larry old daughter. 
Darnell




Shaw had fatally shooting If Shaw had been found 
Martha Kennedy,
 62, and sec- insane, he would have been 
ond-degree murder for 
killing committed to Atascadero State 
Karen Lee Shaw, 35, on Feb. Hospital. Instead, 
Shaw was 
18, 
1993.  sentenced to state prison. 
Authorities  said Shaw, 40, Besides the life 
sentence  
obtained
 the .38 -caliber with no parole, 
Superior 
revolver
 used in the killings Court Judge James M. 
earlier the same
 day I roni Stuart technically added four 
a gun shop 
in Ridgecrest years to the sentence for 
He had waited the 15 days use of the gun. 
Ile said the state prohibition 
against questions on 'family life" 




acter, righteousness and virtue 
are concepts within the idea  of 
'morality' and one expects the 
school system to be very con-
cerned with such concepts and 
indeed, to teach them," he said. 
"In effect, everything involves 
morality.* 
The test material is confiden-
tial, but it has been reviewed by 
several groups. O'Brien ordered 
exhibit copies sealed. 
"The judge clearly affirmed 
exactly what it was that we were 
asserting, and that basically was 
that the 
CLAS test in no way vio-
lates the education code section
 
regarding confidentiality," said 
William Dawson, acting superin-
tendent of public instruction.  
"We will not be pursuing indi-
vidual parents who 
choose
 to opt 
their students out 
of the test," 
Dawson  said, although districts 
will be required to give it. 
He did not say how long the 




LARKSPUR, Calif. (AP)  A 
newborn baby was found aban-
doned in some bushes behind a 
business complex Tuesday 
morning, police said. 
The baby boy was estimated 
to be two or three days old. He 
was found at 10:40 a.m. by an 
area resident, said police. 
The baby was wrapped in a 
blanket and wearing a diaper. 
Police believe he was only 
there  
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-colored lasers & 




computer  animated 
graphics
  Performance 





 and Much, Much, Much 
mere...  
REFRISHMINTSa  CI 
WWI  s Alcohol bars 
will
 be open from I P.M.
 A.M. 
Net & Coll fool Cafes
  Arts & Crofts vendors 
COW  PALACE 
COLISEUM
  GENEVA & 
SANTOS ST  SAN 
FRANCISCO  
Advance 'lit S25  
Tickets




 762 -BASS  24 







 at the 
Cove  
Palace  Bor Office tor 525  iv no Service Charge 
All Ages Welcome  Limited
 Capacity Early Ticket purchases 
are  advised to avoid Disappointment & sell out!
 
CON
 wont o 
PRODUC  T loss 
4 
12 Wednesday.
 May it, 1994 
Coaches get physical during NBA finals 
NEW YORK (AP) Coach-
es Pat Riley and Phil Jackson 
trade verbal elbows
 on off days 
and the New York Knicks and 
Chicago Bulls get physical 
on 
game days. 
"There are no secrets 
between us," 
Riley  said Tues-
day. 
"The team that plays the 
hardest for the longest time will 
win." Still, Riley 
says he has 
considerable
 respect for Jack
-
"From
 a coaching stand-
point, the Bulls





said." Jackson blamed the 
media for the war of words. 
He returned to practice 
Tuesday after giving them a day 
off Monday, said the 
NBA  does 
everything
 it can to officiate the 
games. "We weren't surprised 
that Scottie 
played
 guard. I 
wouldn't be surprised if he 
played the point and (6-11) 







on Game 2, if the Bulls win a 
fourth consecutive NBA title. 
"We never talk 
about  cham-
pionships," point guard BJ. 
Armstrong said. "We gave the 
first one away, but now I can't 
wait until Wednesday," center 










summer and  fall 




 office to fill 







interviews  will 
be held the
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 use for SJSU students 
 24-4rour  access to job listings. 
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San lost State University





By Cynthia Pickerrell 
Spartan Daily Slid Write" 
As
 SJSU basks in the 
afterglow




minds may wonder  what 
now?
 
The WAC is 
proving
 to be the 
strobe light at the end of the 
tunnel.  
Miracle No. I materialized as 
positive coverage in the Mercury 
News sports section prior to and 
after the 
April  announcement. 
According to SJSU Sports 
Information Director Lawrence 
Fan, the phenomenon lasted a 
couple
 of weeks. 
"(The Mercury) will give even 
better coverage as (SJSU)
 plays 
bigger
 and  more 
popular
 
teams," Mercury sports writer 
Dennis Knight
 said. "1 don't see 
one sport being
 cheated. All 
should
 benefit." 
As the nation's 
largest
 Divi-











University,  the 
University
 of Tulsa, Fresno
 State 
and 
San  Diego 
State.  
"Basically,
 WAC membership 
will increase 
SJSU's  name expo-











«ading  to 
Fan,
 the WAC 
is to 






 how people are relat-
ing to 
San ose just 
because  of 
the Sharks, 'Fan 
said. "San Jose 
has a rich athletic tradition that 
"A renewed interest in (SJSU) 
dates back before
 the turn of the is reflected
 in ticket sales and 
century.  
phone calls," Chew said, whose 
"A number of outstanding
 phone rang off the hook when 
people, students 
and student SJSU first 
joined  the WAC. 
athletes have brought 
positive
 Chew had buttons 
made 
notoriety to the 
school. The announcing 
the SJSU/WAC 
Western Athletic Conference union. 
Creativity  met head on 
will provide one more avenue to during the
 spring football game 
build a posi- 
when alumni Bob 












declaring him a 
membership will 
proud member of 
APP"- 
increase  SJSU's 
the WAC. Foy 
ently, this 



























Denver, Salt Lake 












ing in the ment seems logi-








SJSU Sport* Inforrnsdon Director 
bilities in stride. 
et sales usu- It may be diffi-
ally pick up around the middle cult," Fan said. "I've talked with 
of summer, according to Rich some of my associates in the 
Chew, the associate athletic Western Athletic Conference. 
director for external affairs. What they do is very similar to 
While the football team what we do." 
doesn't officially join the WAC According to Fan, what he 
until 1996, season ticket holders does  respond to fan letters, 
buy now to get preferential treat- clue media outlets in on the 
lat-
mein later. est news and research informa-
Seasonal  tickets can be tion requests  is done thor-
renewed each year. With Stan- oughly and quickly as possible. If 
ford coming to the Spartan Sta- Fan can continue his quality of 
dium in 1995 (the first time service as public interests rise, 
since the turn of the century) then he's doing a good job. 
and the WAC turnover in 1996, 
"A lot of planning is still in 
Chew said many buyers are sim- the works  a lot to manage  
ply holding their seats. 
but it will be exciting," Fan said. 
Currently,
 FSPN and 






 said it 
would
 make sense
 for the 
ESPN
 











 really a 
football fol-
lower, you'd




















 at 4:30 
and  still come 
home to view a 
late  afternoon 
West coast game live
 on televi-
sion. 
While it's too early 
to estimate 
revenue increases, 
both  Fan and 
Chew 
agree,  that WAC 
member-
ship won't be 
a detriment to the 
athletic  program's budget. 
According to Chew, the WAC is 
a useful tool in attracting 
schol-
arship donations. 






WAC in terms of 
getting  peo-
ple's
 attention," said Chew, who 














ni, friends, parents and 
business-
es.  
"The WAC is not going to 
hurt us," Chew
 said. 
"People are excited 
about it. 
Plus, it's easier for people to ask 
for money 
and sell season tickets 















 will decide the 
fate
 of men's collegiate 
gymnas-
tics programs across
 the country. 
But in living up 
to one of its 
own 
resolutions,





an image many 
people  already 







 stating that in 
order for a 
sport 
to be sponsored








In the case of 
men's  gymnas-
tics, 34 
colleges  have teams
 com-







In placing men's 
gymnastics  
on 
the  chopping 
block,  the 
NCAA  is only reinforcing
 what 
many
 have feared and
 known 




















money  plays such 








 that will 
JENNIFER 
IKUTA  
From the Bench 
bring in 
money, not cause the 
athletic 
budget  to be in the red. 
At SJSU, the
 NCAA's move to 
ax the sport 
could have implica-
tions
 beyond the 
campus losing 
a young program
 on its way up. 
Under NCAA 
regulations, in 
order for a school
 to have Divi-
sion
-I standing, it 
must  compete 
in 
14 sports. 
While  SJSU would not be 
making 
the decision to cut the 
sport, in cutting men's gymnas-
tics, SJSU would lose a sport and 





SJSU's  recent admit-
tance into 
the 16-team Western 
Athletic
 Conference, it is appar-
ent that losing Division -I status 
sounds like the wrong thing to 
do. 
But don't think the university 
will take
 the situation lying 
down. 
Spartan fans ean rest assured 
that SJSU will not lose Division -I 
status or  miss out on going into 
the WAC. The more
 likely sce-
nario is that SJSU will add anoth-
er sport to maintain
 Division -I 
status if men's 
gymnastics  is lost. 
The problem is, there really 
isn't anything wrong with men's 
gymnastics in the first place.
 
In the eyes of the
 NCAA, gym-
nastics is a big money loser; it 
can't compete with football or 





may not be the end of the world. 
The athletes 
will still be able 
to compete, just not under the 
watchful eyes of the NCAA. Judo 
has no NCAA championship, 
but a national
 title of its own. 
And since 1961, SJSU's 
team
 has 




The only similarity here is 
that athletes compete in both 
sports in the 
Olympics.  
For Spartan gymnasts, their 
program holds not only their 
hopes and dreams of competing 
in world and Olympic competi-
tion, but for some, 
it
 also holds 
the promise of an education. 
With six freshmen on this 
year's men's
 team, it is clear that 
these 
athletes have only 
scratched the
 surface of their 
potential. 
For 
example:  In their first 
year of Division
-I competition, 
three  men's 
gymnasts  advanced 
to the NCAA 
Regional Champi-
onships. Ed 
Balado,  Inigo Bar-
renchea 
and  Garrett Donohue 
all had the 
"right  stuff" in just 
their first 
season.
 And if they 
were that good 
their first year, 
barring injury,
 who knows how 





with its plans, 
their potential and
 
that of many 






Btuta is the 
Daily sports 
editor 














Mo.  (AP)  

















will  do that. 
Brett,  who 




 season, was 
back Tues-
day 






He said he had 
no regrets on 
calling an end to one of the 
most prolific offensive careers 
ever.
 
"As a player, I would look up 
at the clock in 
the fifth inning 
and we would have played 2 1/2 
hours," Brett
 said as the Kansas 
City Royals planned a weekend 
of activities culminating with Sat-
urday's retirement of his No. 5. 
"Now,







that  special 





























no obligation infomiation 
Mon.








1/2 hours or 
more. I'm nice and 
relaxed. I'm calm. I sit 
back
 and 
enjoy. I think 






 myself, but I 
didn't want 
the  pressure." 
Brett, a career







A four -hit 
night  in the 
final





 of his family 
gave him 3,000 hits 
for  his 
career, probably
 the credential 
that will seal his election
 to the 
Hall of Fame. 
There was a 
batting  title in 
each 
of
 three decades. A 
Sunday 
afternoon
 double late in 1980 
that put him 
above  .400. Two 
home runs
 in the American 
League 
Championship  Series 
later that year, including a three -
run homer off Goose Garage in 
the ninth that sent
 the Royals to 
their first World 
Series.  
Brett, 
still  wearing the ring 
from the Royals' 
1985  champi-
onship, is easing into a front 
office job with the official title of 
vice president for baseball oper-
ations. 
"I like my job," he said. "I 
enjoy baseball. I didn't enjoy it 
last year with the pressure I was 
tinder. Two years 
ago,  we started 
1-19 (actually 1-16). Last year, I 
think we started 2-9. 
During  
those streaks,
 1 was a .100 hitter. 
I was the No. 3 
hitter.  It was my 
fault. 
"Ten years ago,
 I carried my 
share of 
the load. Five 
years ago, 
I carried my share 
of the load.f 
years, I didn't do it" 
"The one thing the
 Royals are 
doing is 
they're










voice  my 
opinion,
 that's
 all I can 
ask for. 









boost  my confidence.
 
"I think there 
is an art in trr 
ing to evaluate 
talent. I don t 
think anybody 
can step right in 
and say, I'm going
 to be a great 
evaluater of talent.'
 That's what 
I'm going to learn this 
summer."  
"I'm  sitting in the stands
 with 
no stress visiting 
with (club exec-
utives)," Brett





morning  duty 
with  
young
 son Jackson, allowing 
his 
pregnant wife, Leslie, to sleep 
in. 
A second son is due
 at the end 
of July. 
"That's  something
 I didn't 
have
 a chance to do when
 I 
played," Brett said of 
family
 life. 
'Being around them 
has made 
the transition easy. If I was still 

















Wednesday. May I 1. 
































































































































































 told ABC-TV's 
"Prime
 Time Live" that
 he was 
present  in the caves
 when the 
civilians 
were  executed, but that 
he killed no one. He later told 
Argentine media that he shot 
one civilian. He also 
said he 
never deported or killed
 any 
Jews. 
Rabbi Marvin Hier, dean of 
the Simon Wiesenthal
 Center, 
which tries to track 
down  Nazi 
war criminals,
 says he has docu-
ments 
proving
 that Priebke 
rounded up Jews 
in
 Italy under 
orders of Nazi 
mastermind 
Adolf Eichmann. 
Hier says the center
 has also 
obtained British documents 
showing that Priebke admitted 
in a POW 
camp,  before he 
escaped in 
1946, that he shot at 
least two people
 in the caves. 
The massacre was in 
reprisal  for 
the killing of 32 German soldiers 
in Nazi-occupied Rome. 
Priebke said that as an SS 
Captain, he had to obey Berlin's 
orders that 
10








formed  in Italy 
First 
shift  in political trend 
since  Mussolini dictatorship
 
ROME (AP) - Media 
magnate Silvio Berlusconi 
formed  Italy's first conserv-
ative government
 in a half -centu-
ry on Tuesday. His 
coalition 
includes a right-wing 
party with 
neo-fascist roots. 
Berlusconi, 57, whose empire 
ranges from 





takes command of the govern-
ment just four months after 
entering politics. 
The two 
main allies of Berlus-
coni's Forza Italia party are the 
regional -based Northern League 
of 
Umberto Bossi and the 
National
 Alliance, which was 
formed a 
few months ago by 
Gianfranco 
Fini out of his neo-
fascist Italian Social Movement, 
which
 he led since 1987. 
President Oscar Luigi Scal-
faro,
 in his role of head of state, 
asked 





by cutbacks in 
Russia  
ElMOSCOW
 (AP) - Even 




An official said Tuesday that 
the cosmonaut and ground crew 
payroll is being slashed,reflecting 
the latest cutback in the once-
pampered space program. 
Pyotr Klimuk, chief of the 
Gagarin Cosmonaut Training 
Center at Star
 City outside 
Moscow, said cosmonauts already 
in 
training  for specific missions 
would not be affected by cut-
backs. 
But those in general training 
for unspecified future
 missions 
are being struck off
 the cosmo-
naut list, he said in a telephone 
interview. 
They include cosmo-
nauts older than 50 and those 
with health programs. 
The economy has been 
shrinking steadily since the Sovi-
et Union dissolved at the end of 




and social chaos. Others caution 
against alarmism, saying Russia is 
going through 
a tough but ulti-





the value of goods
 and services 
produced 
by the economy fell 17 
percent in the first quarter of 
1994 from a year earlier. Indus-
trial production dropped 25 per-
cent, capital investment declined 
28 percent and tax 
revenues 





the official statistics 
do not fully 
reflect  the activities 
of the burgeoning
 private sector, 
they are cause for concern in 
many quarters. 
The 
Economics  Ministry, for 
instance,  warned last week that a 
drop in output 
of
 consumer 
goods "threatens the economic 
independence of the country 
and brings the danger of a social 
explosion." 
Inflation, although still high, 
has fallen since
 hitting a punish-
ing 2,000 
percent  in 1992. 
Phone:  924-3277 
IN FAX: 924-3282
 
The SPARTAN DAILY 
makes no claim 
for products or 
services advertised below nor
 Is 
there any guarantee 
implied  The 
claselfied coltanne of the 
Spartan 
Deily amid of mid advertising 
and ollerings 
we
 not approved or 
verified by the newspaper. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
100% PURE ADRENALINE III!!! 
Experience the thrill of free falling 
from 10.000 feet at the Bay Area's 
only skydMng center. Come join us 
for a tandem jump and enjoy your 





er, try an accelerated freefall 
course and find yourself on the 
fastest  road to becoming 
a 
certified skydiver. starting 
with  a six 
hour class and a mile long freefall 
the same day. Videos of 
your
 jump 
also available. Owned and operat-




 (510) 634-7575. 
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN: 
Office visits and x-rays no charge. 
SAVE MONEY and your teeth. 
Enroll
 now! 
For brochure see A.S. Office or 
call (800) 6553225. 
TELEPHONE BILLS TOO 
HIGH? 
Are you tired of feeling broke after 
paying your bills? SAVINGS OF 
CONSUMER RESOURCES offers 
students discounted long-distance 
service. Eaiily cut your telephone 
costs
 by more than 30% & save 
money. Send $5.00 8, SASE
 for 




 Of Consumer Resources 
(S.O.C.R.) P.O. Box 21345. San Jose, 
CA 95151. 
900 
NUMBERS  TO RENT. 
Low
 cost Rtmote )cur busness or 
Merest. 
Sharing or test 
period 
possible. (408)358-3494. 
COME PARTY IN THE STREETS of 
San Francisco well Pleasure Players 
at 
Camrval
 94, May 29th. Dance to 
Reggae and Calypso. Costanes are 
T-shirts available. For more info 
call 
408.636-0552. 
SIODELS, ACTORS, ACTRESSES. 
Local agent seeks fresh talent. 
Nationwide exposure possible. 






 Service Assoc. is 
looking for daytime
 volunteers to 
provide childcare for up to 4 hours 
a week while their mothers attend 
counseling
 sessions in doyintown 
San Jose. Tue. 
10am  - 3pm., Wed. 
9arn Nom., Thur. 5:30pm 
8pm.  























































































































Stop  by 
























ACCOUNTING  STUDENT 
Part  
time












 FT/PT POSITIONS 
Long & 
Short Term. We can 
offer 
competitive
 wages & work w/your
 
schedule. 








 restaurants. West 
Si area. Own car + rs. 
369-9401. 
STORYBOARD ARTIST FOR FILM 







insurance  brokerage 
seeks Jr. or Sr. 
business  major 
to provide customer 
service  and 
follow-up.
 9 - 3, M - F. $7/hr. plus 
incentive plan. N/S. 
Apply  at 
1860 S. Bascom Ave, Campbell. 
DELIVERY PERSON 
NEEDED.  
THE SPARTAN DART is accepting 
applications for Fell '94 semester. 
 
HOURS:  7:00 am -9:00 am. 




 Paid monthly. 
 DUTIES: Deliver the Spartan 
Daily to distribution locations on 
carnpus& recycle old newspapers 
into the campus 
recycling
 bins. 
Cal. License & DMV
 printout is 
required,





Room 203, now through May 27, 




firm offers 12 hours per
 week 
during school. Will train. Fr/So 
status only. Good language. 
3717445.8-10




 needed to provide after -
school care in 
my
 home for 2 
children with disabilities, ages 
9 & 13. 4-5 days/wk, 1:30pm-
5:30pm.






RESTAURANT FOOD SERVERS. 
Flexible schedules. Apply 2-4.
 M-F. 
Chili's, 300 W Calaveras. Milpitas. 
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS 
Currently
 hiring for various 
full  & 
part- time teaching
 positions for 
preschools & school-age programs 
(extended day care). ECE 
units  
required 
for both preschool & 
school
-age programs or elementary 
education
 units may 
apply  for 
school
-age
 programs only. 
Experi-
ence preferred. Substitute posi-
tions available,
 flexible schedule 
does not 






 with our 20 
schools located 

















 and FT, for 
the Spring 
and Summer. In 
Downtown  Palo 
Alto. Good phone 
skills,  organized. 
friendly, and 























GREAT  MONEY! 
Environmental
 company 




























































3 or 4 pm.
 
GM* shift 







 Security Services 
3212 







 units required. 
South
 Valley Family YMCA 
now accepting applications for 
aeative energetic staff 





RETAIL  SALES: PART-TIME 








WANTECt  FEMALE house director 
4 soronty.
 Free room/pm/ate bath 









 fnendly, active & 
effective
 local
 group seeks like 
minded for summer, lifetime 
commitment. Call Silicon Valley 
Toas Coalition &lona/community 





$300/wit salary. P.1.:$8./hr. 
Call
 2857882 
Equal Opportunity Employer. 
CLERICAL/PACKAGING - Small 
software co. Pat-time/flex 
hrs. Close 
to SJSLI. Cood man,  skills, compaer 
knowledge. Prefer freshman 
Of 
sophomore. Call 298-0828. 
AA CRUISE &TRAVEL Em ploynent 
Guide. Earn big  itt + travel the 
world  free! (Caribbean. Europe, 
Hawaii, Asia!) Hurry, 
busy
 spring & 
summer seasons
 approaching. 
Free student travel club member-
ship! Cal (919)929-4398 ed. C181. 
Certain advertisements in 
these columns 
may refer 
the reader to specific 
telephone numbers or 
addresses
 for attritional 
infomietton. Classified 
readers should be 
remind-









 In addition, 
readers 
Mould carefully 
Investigate firms offering 
employment
 
iletkige or coupons for 
discount vacations or 
merchandise. 
RUN 








For info call 1-800295.9675. 
ALASKA SUMMER
 ERIPLOYMRIT. 




Room & board! Transportation! 
Male/Female.  No experience 
necessary! (206) 545-4155 ext 
A6041. 
FEMALES 
MODELS  for 
Silicon
 







FISHERIES  Summer 
employment.
 
Earn  up to
 $15.000. 
this 
summer in canneries, proces-
sors, etc. 
Male/female.








 19191929-4398  ext. A181. 






maintenance,  hotel staff,
 fire-
fighter 8, volunteer & 
government  
positions














1.206545-4804  ext. 
N6041. 
$750/WK.  



















in all cities, add«.
 tell. salary, 
perks.  ruin $5.0). 
sase: kir Chen 
611 Taylor Wy 











































LI HOME  BASED BUSINESS 
Home based businesses are 







money  making 
opportunity and get your share 
of this 
multi -million dollar 
a year legitimate 
industry. 
 No gimmicks'.
 Learn how you 
can 
earn as much as 
$50,000. 








P.O. Box 10429 




 TO SHARE 2 
bdrm./1
 bath, with 2 SJSU 
male 
students.
 $300./month + 1/3 
utilities.
 Call David 
924-8613.  
TERRIRC 2 BDRI11./2




 Need male to 
share. Your own private 
room & 
bath.  Pool, weight room. covered 
parking. $435./mo. Par 379-2909.
 
RENTAL HOUSING 
BRAND NEW EVERYTHING! 
Be 
the first to occupy 
these 
newly upgraded
 units. Studios. 
one and two bedrooms from 
$525. 1/2 block from SJSU. 
Parking. Cable ready. Ask 
about 
move 
in bonus. $400. dep. 
No pets. 55 South
 6th St. 
408-292-5174.
 
GREAT MANOR, SECURED- agross 
from campus,  
nonsmoking  female  
Are 1 -kg 14. $450. 292-7715. 




1300 sec. dep. Parking. Call 259-
7040 
2 Bedroom Apartment 
$750/mo.  




 Close In 
 Modem 
Building 




 Apts. 576 
S. 5th 
St.  














D.W.  & disposal, A/C. 




room.Great views! 1 blk from 
campus. 2 persons OK Rent 
from
 
$640. Aspen Vintage Tower 
297-4705.  




San Jose State. Spacious 2 
bdrm. apts. with 2 full baths. 
Ideal for students and room-
mates.  Swimming cool, 
saunas, 
weight room
 & club house. 
Quality living at a 
reasonable  
rate. 1750 Stokes St. 
WALK TO SJSU - 
GREAT  DEALIII 
Very 
clean & quiet. 1 br./1
 ba. 
$550.  2 br./1 be. $685. Laundry 
& parking. Call 
(408)486-9485.  
APARTMENT -7th & 
Reed. 2 br. 
1 
ba.  Free 
cable  TV, parking. Ptai. 
6/1. $650/mo. 
lease, 2680439.  
780 S. 11th STREET APTS. Large 
2 
bdim./2
 ba. $745. -$795. /mo. 
Responsive management. 
Walk  or 
ride 
bike to school. Very clean. 
roomy & remodeled.
 Secured 
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable 
N. 




FREE SERVICES to 
currently 
enrolled students. CAREER 
PLANNING AND
 PLACEMENT 
offers  job listings, job 
search  
assistance, job fairs, career 
counseling, interest testing, 
career workshops,  and career 
/employer info. Register 
for  the 
24 hour job hotline.
 Visit BC13 
a 













Problems   
 
Personal
 Injury  
 
Bankruptcy   
 All 
Legal  Matters  
14081  286-8087 
PROFESSIONAL  GUITARIST 
w/B.A. and 15 years experience
 
is now accepting students wishing 
to excel at guitar or bass. All 




advanced  in 
jazz, rock. fusion, blues, funk. 






services and consultation from 
a member
 of the business 
and employment 
community. 






 Theft Charges 











No fee if no recovery. 
BEH7ADI LAW 
OFFICES  
111 N. Market St. 0306. San Jose 
Tel: 
408-971-3661.  
WRITING HELP. Professional 
editing,  rewriting, proofing, ghost-
writing. Letters. reports, books. 





Dave  Bolick, 
510-601-9554. VISA/MASTER-
CARD. FAX. Emergencies O.K. 
WRMNG, RESEARCH,
 EDITING. 
all subjects. Versatile. expert 







yourself  a healthy gift 




 or sports 
massage 
House
 calls also. Call Paul at 
7360929. 
MEN & WOMEN - BARE IT ALLI 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. 
Stop 
shaving,
 waxing, tweezing or 
using chemicals. Let us perma-
nently remove your unwanted hair. 
Back -Chest  Lip  Bikini  Chin  
Tummy
 etc. Students & faculty 
receive 15% discount. First
 
spat. 
1/2 price if made before June 30, 
1994.
 Her
 Today Gone Tomorrow. 
621 E. Campbell 




Unwanted  hair removed forever. 
Specialist. Confidential. 
Your own probe or disposable. 






Enhance your natural beauty! 
Eye Liner - Los - Eyebrows. 












looking for patents for 
college
 
clinic.  Sliding 











Minorities encouraged too. 
Myself: 
Honest  & nice appearance. 
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Campus Insurance Service 






Rates  fa Good Drivers" 
"Good 









NO OBLIGATION  
Also open Saturdays 9-2. 
$50.00 SILIDENT DISCOUNT! 
ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE
 





 servng 'Students" 
..Talk tome.
 ni help you. 
DUI? Accidents/ Suspended Lic/ 
Call me, (Don)
 408-247-3734. 
Open On Sat/Sun with 
appt.  only! 
MAY& 
WHERE DO YOU






air  fares. 
Great low 
prices
 for cruises too! 




CATCH A JET! 







REAL CHEAP TRAVELI 
Discount air tickets to 
Europe  
and the Orient. Special London 
summer 
fare-
 $498. fl/T.  
Buy now for the summer
 season. 
Special student fares. 
Cali now! 








term papers, group 
projects, 
resumes,  letters. etc. 
All formats.
 
especially  APA. 









EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. 
Science
 
and  English 
papers/  
theses our specialty. Laser print-
ing. Free spell 




Resumes. editing, graphics 





Cal Paul ix Virginia 408251-0449  
RESUMES GRADUATES! Job 
search has started & you need to 
market 
yourself  Res . coy,  tette,. 
refer.,
 etc. Call Beth
 
0 927-6746. 
EXPERIENCED  Word Premier. 
Retired secretary. Let me do 







undergrad.  IBM 
Computer.  
Laser





necessary.  Call Anna
 at 
972-4992. 
1017WMIDRRIN3NTUNI0N  CRY 





Reports   
Theses  Proficient with APA. 
MLA, and Turabian 
formats;
 




 Call me 









YIIS PROFESSIONAL Experience. 





 COLOR. Copying, 
binding & FAX available. Pick
 up 









in some subjects. Contact Candi 
at 1406-  
369-8614.
 
CALL klARCIA 2664448 
for 
Word
 Processing Services 





APA  Twabim  MLA 
Grammar,









600 dpi Laser Printing 
Resumes/Cover  Letters 
kitainallorwl Students Welcome 
10 minutes from campus! 
WORD

















Days  & 
evenings,  
7 days. SUZANNE, 446-5658. 
I
 HATE TO TYPEI 
If




 Let me do it 




  $1.00. 















yrs exp. Si, 
Cmpbi, Alm & 
S Clara. 
areas. Reasonable rates. HP Laser 
Wrier. 
term
 Palters,  
restrnes.  
woes. 





WORD PROC: term papers & 
theses.
 Resumes by forme, job 
recruiter.
 Very
 reas. 445-9678. 
ADVERTISE































 aid goes 
unclaimed
 each 
year.  Why? 
People don't know where or how 























booklet! 24 hour recording! 
Call









Print your ad here.
 Line is 30 
spaces, including 
letters,  
numbers,  punctuation & 













Ono Two 'Three 
Day Days 
COWS 
$5 $7 $9 
$6



















fdth day, rata IIVC101111111111 by 
61
 par day. 
First line (25 spaces) set in
 bold for no extra charge 
Up to 5 
additional words 


































III Deadline 10 








 dates only 
II QUESTIONS? 
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From page I 
cultural background, according 
to
 Whitlatch.
 Other factors 
include economic and techno-
logical constraints as well as edu-
cational experience. 
Whitlatch added she would 
like to 
see  the study on Latinos 
replicated among the Asian and 
white population
 in order to 
contrast  them and examine what 









 Latino SJSU stu-
dents. Respondents are being 
asked what sources they use to 
get information, how frequently 
they refer to the sources and 
how effective the sources are. 
"We're studying 





sources,"  said 
Armando
 Ramirez, who
 is one of 
the graduate 









 I'm finding it very
 inter-
esting." 






 effective the 
information -providing
 agencies 
are. These agencies 
range  from 
television to 
libraries  to conver-
sations with family




 is not supposed 
to focus on 
library  use only. 
"We want it to be 
much more 
broad -based than 
that,"  Whidach 
Judge  considered 
a candidate 
for Supreme 
Court  once more 
WASHINGTON
 (AP)  
Boston judge Stephen Breyer,
 
bypassed for the Supreme 
Court a year ago, re-emerged 




Bruce Babbitt and Arkansas 
judge Richard 
Arnold  as 
front-runners.
 
Consideration  of Breyer 
was 
kept
 secret for days 
by
 
White House officials 
fearing  
a repeat of the 
spectacle sur-
rounding
 Clinton's 1993 
search. 
Breyer, promoted
 as a 
front-runner
 that time, left his 




 with Clinton, 
only to watch the nomination 
go to Ruth 







 of five finalists: 
Breyer, Babbitt, Arnold 





York, an administration offi-






















Officials said a 
decision  was 
likely 





The officials spoke on 
condi-
tion

















senior  official said 
Breyer didn't 
meet with 
Clinton or White 
House  offi-
cials while in Washington. 
Breyer did not return tele-
phone calls to his home and 
office. 
said.
 "One of the things
 we want 
to get from




together,  how the 
library
 
fits in with these
 pieces, and 
what 



























developers  in local information 
providing
 agencies within SJSU
 
and the local community. 
"I think it is important 
because people don't know the 
services available to them," said 
computer science senior Sylvia 
Whitney 
Urena, who participated
 in the 
study. 
Urena said 




 to get an under-
standing of the 
services Latinos 
and people from 
various
 cul-






and a half hours
 to 
complete. 

















finish  the first 
stage
 of the  study by 





 on their 
conclusions.  
Results will be 







 "People were 
responding 
really
 well. There 
were people from
 Oakland and 
Hayward, as 
well




and New York." 
The galleries 
featuring  the 
Whitney exhibition 
can hold a 
maximum of 200 people 
at one 
time, Callan said. 
To 
avoid  overcrowding, a 
time -ticket 
system  is being 
used for the first
 time. Each 
ticket is printed with a certain 
time. 
Visitors cannot enter the 
exhibition 
until  their assigned 
hour. Once in the 
exhibition 
galleries, they 
may stay as long as 
they wish. 
"It's something new for us, 
though other 
museums  do it 
regularly," Adams said. "It moni-
tors how many people 
go
 to the 
museum. It seems to work very 
smoothly."  
A San Jose attraction for 25 
years, the 
SJMA is still in the 
process of increasing its national 
recognition. 
The Whitney









 Jose and the 
Whitney," 
she said. "It was a very 
good fit 
between the two muse-
ums. It's a good
 chance for us  as 
a young museum." 
The Whitney
 is home to 
10,000  works of 
art.  Because of 
size 
limitations, it can 
only dis-
play about
 3 percent of 
the  art at 
any given
 time, Adams
 said. It 
sends portions
 of its permanent
 
collection to other




total of four 
installments  
from the 
Whitney  will find 
their 
way to San Jose




Whitney  costs 
the
 SJMA about 
$350,000.
 
The art will 
remain at the 
SJMA 
for 18 months.
 When the 
current  collection
 is returned 
to 
the 
Whitney  in 
October
 1995, a 
collection










have  not yet been 
decid-
ed upon, Adams said. 
Researcher
 says diet drug hurts
 
brains
 of laboratory primates 
WASHINGTON  (AP)  A 
diet drug widely prescribed in 
Europe and under considera-
tion 
for use in the United 
States has been found to 
cause brain damage in 
mon-
keys, a Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity researcher reports, but 
another neurologist contra-
dicts his conclusions. 
Dr. George
 Ricaurte, an 
assistant
 professor of neurolo-
gy at Hopkins, said that a 
study of neurons in the brains 




sure to a drug called 
dexien-
fluramine. 
"There is definite 
cause  for 
concern that humans treated 
with dexfenfluramine  may be 
at risk of brain
 injury," Ricau-
rte said Tuesday
 in an inter-
view. "The damage is persis-
tent and possibly 
permanent."  
Another neurology expert, 
however, said that although 
the Hopkins study does show 
a change in chemistry in one 
part of the brain neurons, this 
does not mean that the brain 
has been damaged. 
"This has been one of the 
most 
studied drugs I've 
ever heard of and there 
is no 
evidence
 of brain damage," 





























is detected in brain 
cells 
whose function is 
to 
process
 serotonin, a 
brain 
chemical that












demonstrated by showing that 
the level of serotonin is 




 that the 
reason  the serotonin is 




levels  of 
serotonin and 
the  brain 
responds by reducing
 the 































thousands  of colleges
 out there. 
Fortunately,  you 
made a good 
choice.  
Now make
 the right choice 
when
 you leave. Rent a 
truck from Ryder. 
Ryder makes 
your  move easy. With
 a convenient toll
-free reservation 
number.  
Clean,  reliable vehicles
 that are easy to load
 and drive. Fast 
processing  to speed up 
check 
in and check-out. 
And  a 24 -hour Roadside 
Assistance  




So put your 
education




or call your local Ryder 
dealer
 
for special student rates:
 
2481 O'Toole Ave. 





 you need us: 
3071 
Rose Ave.




4310 Monterey St. 
408-225-9540 
leluab '130+1.PAEI P6610 
11.   
